
Maxoptra Dynamic 
Real-Time  
Scheduling Solution
Reduce your day to day operating costs  
by implementing our advanced transport  
planning tool

Typical savings are up to  
29% on current costs



Successful optimisation of fleet efficiency 
while meeting customer requirements 
depends on good planning and decision 
making. This is difficult to achieve consistently 
in practice for a whole variety of reasons – 
lack of planning time, lack of skilled planning 
staff, complicated customer demands, ever 
changing road and traffic conditions to name 
but a few.   

Magenta Maxoptra Distribution enables you 
to quickly and easily create good, consistent 
quality plans, which meet your objectives.

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY - SIGN UP FOR 30 DAY FREE EVALUATION

Magenta’s Maxoptra is a 
dynamic real-time software 
scheduling solution designed 
to automatically assign the best 
vehicle and drivers for each 
work item – be it a product to 
be delivered or a service job 
– whatever your fleet size. It 
instantly selects the best order 
to carry out the work ensuring 
you meet your complex customer 
requirements and maintain your 
customer service promises. 
Using the Maxoptra Android 
driver application, it quickly 
allocates and dispatches jobs 
according to varying business 
strategies and objectives:

> Reduce costs
>  Minimise mileage and 

number of journeys
>  Optimise own resource 

utilisation
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Real Life Business Example
Implementing Maxoptra for Non-Emergency Patient Transportation 
scheduling at 5 NHS Trusts brought the following results:

Benefits Quick Facts
>   Reduced mileage per job
>   Reduced travel time per job
>    Increased number of jobs  

per vehicle
>   Reduced C02 emissions
>   Reduced resources required
>    Saved on administration and  

planning time
>   Improved customer service
>    Audit trail and transparency  

of operations
>     Handle more work with no direct 

increase in overheads
>     Typically up to 29% saving on fleet 

running costs

>   Suitable for fleets of all sizes
>   Quick and easy to deploy
>    Reduces the challenges of  

workflow planning
>     Accessible anytime, anyplace  

via the internet
>    Integrates with vehicle telematics 
>   30 day free evaluation available
>     Cost effective – with proven benefits 

and Return on Investment
>     Easily interfaces with other business 

systems — financial software 
packages, CRM, ERP, customer web 
portals, smartphone applications etc

> 29% reduction in transportation costs

> 40% reduction of carbon emissions

> 95% increase in patient and hospital staff satisfaction
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Better Routing and Scheduling
Making an unnecessary journey more efficient is not always the most  
you could save!

Customer Examples of Benefits Reduced Planning Times
To plan 50 orders delivered by 8 vans…

Improved Customer Communication Efficiency

More Orders Processed
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WITH
MAXOPTRA

WITHOUT
MAXOPTRA

WITHOUT
MAXOPTRA

WITHOUT
MAXOPTRA

WITH
MAXOPTRA

WITH
MAXOPTRA

WITH
MAXOPTRA

5 
hours

8,200 jOBS PER YEAR  
per cuSTomer Service
employee on average

UP TO 11,000 jOBS 
per year per cuSTomer
Service employee

one of magenTa  
cuSTomerS increaSed 
weekly orderS 
BY 1,000 FROM 
ThE FIRST wEEk OF USE

3 
minutes

Maxoptra Benefits:
>   1 less vehicle
>   1 less driver wages
>   1 less driver’s mate wages
>   Over 600 miles saved
>    Travel Time reduced  

by at least 14 hours
>   CO2 reduced by 25%
>    Typically equivalent to a  

total operational cost  
saving of up to 29%



Maxoptra Advanced Features
>   Web Based – available from any web-enabled PC
>   Order entry:
 l Manual
 l Order file upload
 l Integration with existing order management solution
>   Planning:
 Manual or automatic planning of work allocation
 Plan loads to vehicles and vehicles to optimum routes
 Dynamic and Batch Scheduling Support
 Adjustable planning objectives
  ✓ Cost reduction
  ✓ Mileage reduction
  ✓ Optimised own resource utilisation
 >  Manual plan adjustment using ‘Drag and Drop’
 >  Support of:
  ✓ Vehicle Types – Chilled, Ambient etc
  ✓ Driver breaks
  ✓ Driver shifts
  ✓ Multi-depot
  ✓ Depot access hours
  ✓ Customer preferred driver
  ✓ Customer delivery time windows
>   Vehicle capacity planning
>   Display delivery routes on map
>   Real time mileage and cost KPI display
>   Workflow management
>   Printed manifest
>   Planned vs Actual analysis
>   Management reports
>   Proof of Delivery signature capture
>   Password protected administration
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Maxoptra is very easy to use
Here is how it works…

Is it right for my business?
Do these issues sound familiar?...

>    Sub optimal scheduling leading to 
greater than necessary fuel 
and working time costs

>    Time consuming paperwork and 
spreadsheet errors

>    Unnecessary time spent 
communicating between customers 
and employees

>   Over-dependence on key people
>   Lack of planning expertise
>    Difficulty in providing customer  

audit trail
>   Lack of visibility
>   High administration costs
>    Risk of duty of care infringements 

through bad planning
>    Over reliance on set routes because 

of lack of resource
>    Inability to grow your business 

based on current processes or 
convince new customers you can 
cope with their orders

...then Maxoptra can provide a solution!

Load Orders
- manual
- file upload
-  via integration with 

existing CRM

Review
KPI Report

Run Schedule

Monitor job
Progress

Adjust Schedule

Despatch  
to Driver

>    Distribution
>    Service Management
>    Courier
>    Passenger and Patient Transport
>    Taxi and Private Car Hire
>    High Value load and Cash In Transit
>    Car Rental
>    Emergency Call Out
>    Breakdown and Recovery

Market Sectors where 
Maxoptra can help
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What our customers say

We have worked with Magenta for three years now and they have become 
a key technology partner for us. Magenta’s MaxOptra dynamic scheduling 
engine is a core component of the Patient Centred Scheduling System, 
an innovative software solution that we have developed with Magenta to 
transform hospital transport for our customers.
MICHAEl ClAyTOn, 
Managing Director, Coperforma ltd

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

We strongly believe that success comes to those who get the basics right. 
Managing Avis’ resources better to deliver a better customer service 
is a part of this simple strategy, and Magenta’s Wizmap is a great 
contribution to it and an essential tool which allows us to compete to win 
over competitors.

HAnS MUEllER, 
Commercial Manager, AVIS Rent a Car UK

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

Using Magenta’s scheduling solution we are bringing our customers even  
better levels of service and efficiency. The dynamics of our business 
environment result in very complex scheduling requirements and 
Magenta was the only company we found in the market place that could 
solve the unsolvable.

MIKE Flynn, 
Business Services Director, Gist

About Magenta Technology

Founded in 1999, Magenta Technology is a leading 
provider of real-time dynamic software scheduling 
solutions for the transportation industry including  
Avis UK, Gist, Corporate Solution Logistics and 
Tankers International. 

Magenta enables them to do more business with the 
same resources at a lower operational cost.
The company provides its customers with competitive advantage and higher margins  
while enabling them to manage the complexities of an increasingly unpredictable 
world. Magenta delivers a combination of complex highly customized real-time 
dynamic scheduling solutions built to specific business requirements of our 
customers, and easily implemented off-the-shelf products for 3PL and 4PL providers 
offered on the software as a Service model.

Magenta is a UK-based, privately-held company, which is exclusively focused on the 
creation of efficient dynamic scheduling solutions. With 100 staff based in the UK 
and Russia, hundreds of man-years of development have been spent on establishing 
world leadership in this sector. Magenta forms part of the Eurovestech (EVT) 
portfolio of companies www.eurovestech.co.uk
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Magenta Corporation Ltd
68 Lombard Street,
London EC3V 9LJ

For more information contact:
Stuart Brunger, Head of Business Development
Mobile: +44 (0) 7857 509306
Office: +44 (0) 208 3823685

Email: stuart.brunger@magenta-technology.com

mailto:stuart.brunger%40magenta-technology.com?subject=
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